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Pesegregatio-: *las becomeOne of the most widely discussed and emotion-

laden socia14;ecale . .72e past two decades. The Supreme Cow: °a decision in

Brown vs; Board. of Educatcn of.11.opeka in 1954 reversed a half mentury of legal

precedent bited on-the notion of "separate but equal" education. In the twenty

years eincle-BrOwn _-Imere anise beemmumerous,inwestigations of tike: effects of

desegregation for le rIbLarren involved, the r schools, and communities

Cohen, 1975 Epps.. 975; S. John, 1975; Weinberg. 19 4.. Today, des-

pite the laa.ge.nuti,,er of etudies- there is ma conclusive evi'nunse regarding the

success or failure = diesegregat.:_ot as a metiNci4i tr remeny 11.1s of the-segre-

gated educational sys-,0!Ki. Perhamore disc'.wmaging than tA., lack of consis-

tency, is the B rat, ailure .41 offer el--ianatiom c-r ight into the dy-

Mesita of desegr-la --lca,..?re, what Cscnmms in a stbook and community

aseifaffected by -.1iasAisoresat-ln; whet -:-ariables seem rn conc=toismse to observed .

e ..ged or the zihange. _Zse so maery evade studifes the concern

hr' been with pre V. :-apes, La simp...does tie= irctewerin work?

Today I'd like ?aka a alig:=1y us cessentional pat - and introduce an

ojteteutive perstreezzore research on diaaAegregatian and a pattern of data an-

MMus suggested 1;65 /!Tiot f.-ramework. Sevemid illustrations will. be presented

frame three year isstigation of midwestern city's court-ordered desegrega-

tion that we have rsLemtl. completed. Essential to understanding this perspec-

tive is an examination me the underlying galLsEof desegregation andthe nature

of the change I thina. is intended by this inmervention: a change in the existing

racial inequality.

Reviewing the Sap-name Court's opinicln :in the Brown decision, the letter of

the law and the spirit 'of the law seem to be pointing to somewhat different out-

.

comes or goals for dewewegation. i.egnitmr, the Brown decision simply required

that black children -no=be prohibited (mom the law) from attending.school with
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white children. In they st-?rleast sense, the decision:required that the apartheid

tiebrckenin public education- Litigation n the teEnty years since Brown has

esulted in social. pol=icy where racial Ilialance is synonymous with desegregation.

AlthaEWh the let ter 713f the 32w reqr,l±ms only that black' and white children

attenciachOtk together, tba Brown decisi=. =eats on -the notion of equality guar-'

anieed by fl.. Conatitotion. The Court's decision protibiting segregation was

one step temard.eliminatina the inequalities that existed in public education.

The Browndaecilatim amid the -various methods =f desegregation were intended by

some' to btIrs about recto,- eq-411ity in the schools, and in effect over'nee, ra-

cial equillty ±fl -.dna couetryo

In this study aeliave accepted racial equality as the ultimate goal of

desegregation, So ,cit da.,t collection and analysis wane defined in' the canniest

of this goal, sadv2s* wene spev/Ifically interested iniaerasttgating the utilkay.cd

dest.gragetion as 2 setbod for achieving ren44.4. egnaliz +e_

Whet do we mean by racial equality? Solue furtherneeetification seems

necessary, yet umfortenatety, the iefinitions available sae not totally sane--

factory. They flood to the,ecifywihat is flat-equality, more no than what is.

The working definition of rectal actuality fir many researchers is "equal educa-

tional opportunity". Since 'th. Coleman %port (1966) researchers have defined

"equal educational op pintuotte IA terms re similarity of educational outputs,

or achievement. Commeclioons a black and **lite students Achlevemenh scores are

the analyses employed to addreali the question of equality. ,'_;even the culiuse-

boundness of the measures oausonly used in these comparisons, this approach de-

fines equality from &sane& perspective-that of the white student. With this

evaluation strategy, equalty to evidenced when black atudents perform as white

students do. The standard nEzosmarisan and definition of what is valued-ke-

malnathatofithe white primarily middle clais studenta: So in essence this
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brand. of equality implies that Clack and white children are equal, but the

skills and behaviors valued are those of the white group. If Black children

can be like white children then they will be treated as equals. In one very

critical way they will never be like white children, in terms of skin color.

This definition* of equality is both inadequate and flawed, for so long as the

criteria are defined by one group, that group is more equal than the other.

Any definition of racial equality must encompass multiple perspectives in de-

fining standards of competence.

If inequality exists, then equality necessarily implies a change in the

basic relationship existing between black and white individuals. The current

unequal relationship is characterized by a one-up/one-down relationship of the

white group over the black group. Equality seems to require a change in this

one-up/one-down status, and a change in the relationship in terms of variables

lilE power and status, Triandis (1976) has discussed minority-majority rela-

tions in terms of the social exchange of goods or rewards like status, respect

and admiration. He suggests that these rewards or benefits are rarely awarded

to minority group members. This imbalance in social exchange seems critical in

defining inequality. So long as status continues to be defined and awarded by

the group with status, the basic one-up relationship between the groups may

never change, and hence equality may never be achieved.

Desegregation here is being defined as a mechanism to bring about social

change, specifically a change from inequality to equality in public education.

Viewing desegregation in the context of social change, Watzlawick, Weakland &

Fisch's (1974) theoretical work on change provides a useful schema for discus-

sing the change from inequality to equality through desegregation. These au-

thors distinguish two types or levels of change, first order change and second

order change.
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In their 1974 book they employ mathematical notions.from the Theory Olt

Groups and the Theory of Logical Types to explain the adage, 'the more th Tops

change, the more they remain the same", a phenomenon I guess moat of u.se

noted.- This kind of change is hypothesized to be first order change, maZtlik

the appearance of change is evident, tut the basic problem or /moue is4useibaai,

True change, or second order change in Watzlawick, et. al.'s terms occir gay

when there has been a change in the beside relationshtps of the groups havd.^..MIE

in the problem. They suggest further that an accompanying change in :the leases

of the operating system is required. In essence the change in ameratlng

would redefine the relationships of the groups or individuals involved. '1

notion of equality adopted for this study has been defined in terms cfat gangs

in relationships and fits in Watzlawick, et. al.'s category of second'ac4er

change. When desegregation plans are implemented there are clearlynteservaltai

changes, specifically in the racial composition of classrooms and scha.n1s.

However, from our perspective the more important question is the second' ft''er

change question: do these changes bring about lasting change in the re matta,

between black and white children, is the inequality dealt with or pert

camaflouged for a short time?

Watzlawick, et. al.'s theoretical framework regarding change has be AO P

guiding theme in our investigation of the impact of desegregation. Saw

we chose racial equality as the overarching goal of desegregation, det

equality in terms of a relationship change, and completed a set of ass

intended to investigate the extent to which desegregation precipitatai m.stmd

order change.

Three illustrations of types of data analysis suited far these wealkons

follow. Results from our investigation have been chosen to illestrate

methodological issues. Although only selected analyses will be highlighemR

6
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here, thesmaare not atflpseel of the general findings.

The ascric or ,unit 1a.lysis for die dependent variables is the first

ant perhapersost haeir.z tame Of .concern. in the literature, change

in allsdemic 1peresmaitpus for example, is (=mined in terms 1st change in raw

=MOW 01L-13=Vbe emenivo-ierts. Often the question is whether pelt mane

gapAhirlitaareir- amok whittle students is decreased, or whether 'black litsstents who

arwasosegregassed imparove significantly more than those vim remit' segregated.

It immessihla sad perhaps likely that transferred May& .chdldren would

show slignificanst p :Atli's change in academ± and behavinrailenam%,..resa, while

their nelattve ?os_r4ATm in the classroom decreased. For asess, ;FL_ a. black

chi1411r the upper 01=3 of his class in a segregated whoa ism performing at

the 2.1u, gratin Lave. in__ arithmetic (slide 1). A year after Ms transfer to a

desegregated 4.4-.aool, we is performing at the 3.0 grade levelil. a significant

incrreme. t.otapaw..cd t-rr his former classmates remaining in "rise segregated school

J. is Glut p er f :mem by a half grade level. Compared to hilt-current

classmates, the Ls now in the lower half of his class. 1.1-r terms of absolute

charge this ciitssegrewatzLon looks beneficial for .J., however his relative standing

in ':.lassiNtsom has decreased. If these grade equivaleets represented group

war¢ then although there is absolute gain, the relativrewsition of the two

grew . or ti beir relationship, has remained the same. Oaky the unit of

comm.an tars changed. Now, instead of black schools performing let's well than

whitle.a7-dino.is, we have black students in desegregated classrooms performing less

well timer their white classmates.

As sort of the current study change in academic .perfatzsance was examined

in twos to both raw score change and relative position champ. The next slide

showa_an :overview of the design of this study, and the meassres employed. Because

of the-limited time I won't go into the details of the design. For the achievement

measures each child's score was standardized within their classroom unit, and
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the Z score was-used as a meaeare.of relative staining. The table masented in

the-tiext slide shows reading raw score means for the four groups of study,

and in the lower portion, Z *trams for the groups over time. The tnemberring

black studenteinere gained aLhaerly more than -!-ITP1r.- former classmates ms' Time

5 (groups II sod' :121), while traedr relative standing in. their class ihriracer.

In this ease UMWIAMEr of theme. =homes reach cam/national levels of matlstical

significsete, csswever the clitistm of the mew changes and the coneamandenee

of raw sane* and relative stand±=mos is important to note. The Z s is simply

one meaner 7f-relative stanciin pad other measures should be included for

convergkia ev 'deuce. Grades arE owe such measure. A doctoral dissertation

reports 7y s. .nberg (1975) examiluad change in grades and standardized achievement

finding =hat t.41though standardiz,,d achievement scores increased, grains decreased.

for blaux children transferred an all black to all white schools. A dlstinition

between Awe change and re2tive change seems important in our understanding

not onkr-of desegregation as ounge, but other types of intervention also.

Fs ;witg Watzlawick, et. mo.'s notions, first order change is an "apparent

change:, a change that does not affect a true change in the basic: relationships

among the groups. Implicit to this definition is the transitory nature of first

order changes, that is the appearance of change fools us into accepting a solution,

only to realize shortly after that the situation' bas not truly been resolved.

The design of the current study allowed us to examine the degree to which any

change in relative standing, or relationship was temporary, or only the annearance

of change. The non-transferred groups were assessed at five time points and

comparison of all five time points for these groups gives a short, but nevertheless

longitudinal picture. Analysis of variance was employed to examine differential

change between these two groups. The next slide shows the means for both groups

immediately pre and post desegregation for peer rated aggressive behavioi. there



appears to have 51en a drastic Change. Given that theme are Z scores, the means

. -

at time 3 are indicitive of random nominations and suggest perhaps a change in

the relationship between the groups. Examining the meows for the same groups

at time 2 and 'time 5, immediately.prior to desegregation and two years past,

a very different picture emerges, suggesting that very little change tom- -been

affected. Including all five time points, a still dif===ar pattern emerges

(slide 5). Here it seems that desegregation precippiteme:i some changes that

were relatively unstable and dissipated within a two 2Atex time span. This

pattern of Change is consistent with Watzlawick, et. el.'s notions of "apparent

change ". or first order change.

Given that desegregation is intended as a sociaLipalicy change to promote

equal educational opportunity for all children, then ta ensure this change for

subsequent groups of children, whatever changes occur in the educational process

should be reflected at the larger system level, i.e, in variables or character

istics. of the school system not specific to individuals_ Variables like special

education placement policies, or mean achievement levels. The question of

importance then, is does this "shuffling of numbers" produce a real change in

the educational process, i.e., a second order change.

As part of the current study several measures associated with the schools

of the district were gathered, specifically, average daily attendance, the

percentage of minority students attending the school, the percentage of children

receiving free lunch, and mean achievement levels on standardized achievement

testa: A variety of statistical techniques including time series analyses

and MonparSietric tests did not show any district changes stemming from the

desegregation. Spearman rank order correlations between pre and post time

points showed that the patterns of minority student enrollment throughout

the'schOrili'of the district did not change. The "whitest "schools before the

9
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desegregation ragmen The "whitest" schools after the tramsfers: This finding

is particularly Ants:a: eting given the correspondence between school facilities

and resources, aped t percentage .of white students. The relative access to

these resources awe snucational facilities appears to be maintained with this

pattern of bussing, and once again the relative positions or relationship

between black and ate groups Is maintained.

An additiamml indicant of second order change at the system level is a

.change in the distribution of black students throughout the classes of the

district. For esample, the same or an increasing number of black students in

special or remeSdal classes is an obvious indicator of first order change

(given the statils of special education, c.f., Milofsky, 1974). Although the

racial composition of special classes was not availabile for.the years before

the desegregation, a Chi square analysis of this data for the first two years.

follciing desegregation suggests that after the desegregation black children were

being placed in WM classes at a rate different from that prior to the.desegrega-

tion (slide 7). Further, more individualized analyses of these referrals ought

to be done, however it may be that placement in special education provides a way

of "handling" the black students in the formerly white schools. If so, this

procedure further serves to maintain the lower status of black atudents.in the

school system.

These three types of analyses represent a part of our larger investigation

of desegregation. Together the data of this study are consistent with the notion

of first order change. Throughout, the data do not indicate changes in the

relationship between the black and white students. In fact, relative standing

is most enhanced in achievement. For the personality-behavioral measures the

status of the black children tends to decrease following the ,change in racial

composition. Whet change in the behavioral measures is apparent, it.ie.shortlived

like that presented for peer rated aggression. Multivariate analyses designed

10
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to identify patterns of differential change consistently indicate that the system

variables are most discriminative among the groups identified by race and

movement patterns, and are related to the direction of changes evidenced on

individual achievement and behavior measures.

The data collected within our study points to the presence of.onlY first order

change. If we further examine Watzlawick, et. al.'s theory of change and apply.

it to_ desegregation, it becomes apparent that change in racial composition is

not sufficient to bring about the second order changes implied by the goals of

equal educational opportunity and racial equality. The principles of their

Theory ofGroups state that any combination of the members of a group is itself

a member of the group. Consequently changes that involve Manipulations within

or among the members of a group do not change the essential identity of the'

group. As with numbers, you may add, multiply or whatever, but the end result

Is .1 number, a member of the group. The transferring process of most desegregation

plans is essentially a manipulation of the individual members of each group

without changing the "rule" defining group membership or the relationship between

the groups. It is similar to shuffling a deck of cards and playing the same

game over again. Despite the change in the cards ordering, eventually the cards

and their respective suits (or group membership) return to the positions defined

by the rules of the game. For the cards to end in a different order the rules

of the game need to be changed. The data of our study suggest that deipite

the bussing program, we are playing the same game and all we have really done

was to shuffle the deck.

I have only skimmed over these ideas, however I hope that I have raised some

issues that are important for our conceptualizations of desegregation and other

interventions intended to change the status of one group in reference to another.

Equally Important is that evaluations of these interventions need to be designed
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in the context of a:theory or meta-perspective like that provided by Watzlawick,

Weakland, & Fisch. Given that desegregation is the'law of the land, the simple

question of whether it'wnrks or'not is somewhat less important than the more

specific questions identifying the kinds of change'occurring and the variablss

important in determining the desired outcomes.
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Hypothetical Achievement Score Grade Equivalents

Wore and After a Desegregation,

Pre
Desegregation

Post
Desegregation

J. 2.0 3,0

Segregated black
classmates 1.8 2.5

White classmates 2.5 3.8



Group

Overview of the General Design .

Grade Sex

Assessment Times

1 2 3 4 5 .

Fall Spring Fall Spring Siring .

'73: '74 '74 '75 76.

I.lack transfers 1

Black transfers 1

Black transfers 2
Black transfers 2

II Black non-transfers 1
Black non- transfers 1
Black non-transfers 2
Black non-transfers 2

III. White non-transfers 1
White non-transfers 1
White non-transfers 2
White non-transfers 2

IV.W4ite receivers 1

. White receivers 1

White receivers 2
White receivers 2

INDIVIDUAL Mpl)likt

32112LIZAZEZ

male *

female *

male *

female. *

male

femile
male

female

male _*

female,
male
female

male
female
male
female

*
*
as

*

WRAT Arithmetic
WRAT Reding
TBDF-aggressive-acting out
TBIF-pro-social
TBIF-anxious-withdrawn
PBDF-aggressive

PM-pro-social
PRIG-anxious
PBS -loner
SBDF-positite
SBW- negative.

Average daily attendance
Mean achievement levels
Percent minority by school
Percent receiving free lunch by school
Percent minority by classroom

fa

*
*

Note: * indicates time point at which data was collected for the group

14



Mean Reading acLJrefilor Grade, LAU) 2ati

Time 1 Time 2 Time 5

Blacktransimila 6.60 18.13 49.0i (N-05)

Back- non - transfers 5.17 .19.73 47.43 (N-11)

White non-transfers 10.23 2443 47.67 (N -23)

White receivers 52.43 (N152)

Mean stsgi ars=42.4. Reygi Scores for Grade, 1. Stibieotli

Time

Black transfers -.08 .08 -.23

Black non-transfers -.59 -.36 -.08

White non-transfers .04 -003 .04

White receivers - - -.04

15
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Figure 1

Group by Time Interactions 2 x 2 x 5 ANOVA
for PBDF Aggressions Grade 1

8/ant non-transfers
el White non - transfers
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Time
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2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

Figure 2

roue by Time Interaction, 2 x 2 x 5 ANOVA

for PBDF Aggression, Grade 1

0 Mack no-transfers
White non-transfers

0macwalwom....

1 :2 3

Time

4

1.7



Figure 3

Group by Time Interaction, 2 x 2 x. 5 ANOVA .

for PBDF Aggression, ,Grade 1
2.0

Black non-transfers
1 .5 - /I White non-transfers

1.0

0.0
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Chi Square Analyses for Special Education Placements

Educable Mentally Handicapped Classess

I. r
walw OLUQUILL4 1.47

# of black students 101

(246)

19

1271 School year

ilk (959)

117. (218)

(231)

X 2 * 4.10 (p AM)


